
How to add 
a Dependent 

in 
Open Enrollment

If  you are enrolling your loved ones in benefits for the first time
next year, create a new Dependent Profile in your Open 

Enrollment Task



Step One: Electing Medical, 
Dental, and Vision Coverage 

•First remember to elect your coverage 
if  you are currently not enrolled.  
Dependents are only eligible for 
coverage if  you are covered as well

•You will be able to add dependents
using the menu bar that appears under 
Enroll Dependents.  There will be an 
option to add a new dependent



Step Two: Choose your 
Dependents

•If  you already created a dependent profile 
or are enrolling dependents that have or 

previously have had coverage, you can find 
them under Existing Dependents

•If  you need to create a Dependent Profile 
for a new Dependent select “Add My 

Dependent From Enrollment”



Step Three: Create your Dependents

• For new dependents, you will continue forward by clicking “OK”

• If you would like to copy information from an existing Beneficiary or Emergency Contact 
person you may do so.  However, there will be additional information required. 



Step 4: Add your 
Dependent’s Personal 

Information

•Add your Dependent’s information 
here.  

•This information will be sent to the 
vendors so it is important to use the 
information you will be using with 
your insurance companies and 
doctors.



Step 4: Add your Dependent’s 
Personal Information

•Continue to fill in all required 
information.  These are the fields with 
red asterisks (*)

•You will also need to add a “National 
ID” this is typically a social security 
number. You will need to click Add to 
open this field



Step 4: Add your Dependent’s 
Personal Information 

(National ID)

•Select the Country and National ID Type that you have 
been assigned.  For Example:

United State of America

Social Security Number

•Enter the number in the given format.  It is crucial that 
this is accurate. 

•You will not need to click anything else, the ID will
automatically save



Step 4: Add your Dependent’s 
Personal Information 

•You will need to add contact information for your 
dependent. This information will also go to the
vendors for obtaining insurance information.

•The Address and phone number will default to 
your current address of  record.  

•If the address/phone number is different from
your own, you can de-select the existing 
address/phone and edit the information.

•Click OK to finish adding your Dependent’s 
Information



Step 5: Enroll Your Dependents
• Once you have completed the Dependent Profile, your Dependent will automatically be enrolled 

in the plan you first selected. 
• You may continue to add your dependent to any other plan and continue on in Open Enrollment




